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There is some disagreement about the proper use of under-the-table dust collection boxes for routers. 
Some people advocate allowing some “room air” to enter the bottom of the dust collection box in order 
to adequately cool the router. Most routers have an internal fan specifically for this cooling purpose. 
The “theory” behind providing room air directly to the bottom of the router is that the dust collector 
causes a downward air flow while the internal router fan causes an air flow in the opposite direction. In 
my 50 plus years’ experience as a mechanical engineer with a specialty of heat transfer, this argument 
was counter intuitive. Consequently I have investigated this problem experimentally to confirm or deny 
this router folk lore. 

I investigated this problem using hardware1 that I already had on hand: 

• Grizzly G0703 dust collector 
• PC 7518 router (rated at 15 Amp) 
• INCRA router table 
• INCRA router lift with Clean Sweep Magnalock rings 
• INCRA Clean Sweep dust collection box 
• Klein Multi-Meter MM400 with thermocouple attachment 

The top view of the router table with the tested fence location is shown in Figure 1.  

                                                            
1 While all the INCRA hardware was purchased directly from INCRA, this investigation was conceived and 
conducted independent of Incremental Tools. 



 

Figure 1: Top of router table with Magnalock ring insert.  

Note the presence of the INCRA Magnalock ring which allows for more dust collector air flow than a 
traditional solid ring with a central hole. 

The thermocouple attachment is shown in Figure 2. The thermocouple was attached to the aluminum 
portion of the router case and was held in place with (green) Frog Tape. Note that there will be a slight 
gap around the thermocouple wire with the dust bucket door closed. 

  

Figure 2: Thermocouple attachment to the exterior router case and dust bucket with door closed. 



Two different experiments were conducted, both without a router bit but with (Musclchuck) chuck 
attached: 

1. The dust collector was turned off and the dust bucket side door was fully open. This test was 
designed to demonstrate the router heat up with dust collector turned off. All router cooling air 
was that naturally induced by the PC7518. The router was run for 10 minutes and then turned 
off. 

2. The dust collector was turned on with the dust bucket door closed. This test was designed to 
demonstrate whether the dust collector induced air flow caused the router to heat up more or 
less than the baseline case in Test 1. The router was run for 10 minutes and then turned off; the 
dust collector continued to run for a few seconds after the router was stopped. 

All temperature readings were recorded manually by reading the Klein multi-meter display. The results 
are shown in Figure 3. Rather than showing temperature (F), the temperature rise is displayed. This 
forces both tests to start off at 0 temperature rise. The maximum temperature rise of the router for Test 
1 (no dust collector air flow, dust box door open) was more than twice the value for Test 2 (dust 
collector on, dust box door closed). During Test 1, the router starts to cool immediately then the router 
is turned off. During Test 2, the router begins to cool when the router is turned off but the dust collector 
remains on. When the dust collector is then turned off, the router temperature begins to rise. If there 
was an overheating issue, the dust collector could have been left on for a longer period. 

If both tests were run for a longer period of time, a steady state condition will be reached in which the 
heat generated by the router motor is balanced the heat loss to the surroundings. At the 10 minute 
time, the Test 2 results are beginning to roll over as an indication that steady state is being approached. 
Test 1 results at the 10 minute mark are still in the rapid climb mode. 

The electrical power drawn by the router motor was also measured as 680 Watts. A reasonable electric 
motor efficiency might be of the order of 75%. This means that roughly 170 Watts are dissipated as 
heat. If you put a 170 Watt light bulb in a (small) closed box, the air temperature will be toasty. With 
ample air flow through the box, 170 Watt will not cause much temperature rise. 

These test results clearly demonstrate the value of the dust collector air flow in terms of reducing the 
temperature rise of the router motor. For the configuration I tested, it should NOT be necessary to 
provide any auxiliary air flow to the router as suggested by numerous posts on the web. 

 I don’t claim that these results are universal for all router/dust bucket combinations but I do have my 
suspicions. The air flow rate induced by the dust collector overwhelms the induced air flow by the router 
internal fan. If you replace the dedicated dust collector by a shop vac, the results may not be as dramatic 
as those shown here but active dust collection will likely still be an improvement. 

No router chips were created during this test so the results would be different under an actual use 
condition. Performing a test under working conditions would require an automatic data logger which I 
did not have. 



Incidentally, the dust collection on my router system is the best of all the tools in my shop. Incra did a 
good job in the design of their Clean Sweep dust collection box. 

 


